
  Submitted-Tyler Rollins 

January 2016 Minutes 
Ordeal: Assessing supplies and for the next weekend 
Brotherhood: Took December off, and getting ready for the next year 
Vigil: Chad Martin is stepping down, so they are looking for a new Chairman, also the Vigil 
meeting is today. 
Troop Rep: Looking for district representatives in Leni Lenape, and Octoraro districts 
Projects: Joey will be stepping down and they have already found a replacement 
Unit Elections: Looking for more people to help out in conducting unit elections so one person 
does not have to do it all. 
Costumes: Winter callout costumes ready for use 
Communications: Need information from new committee members for the website. 
Nominations: Noting to report 
Conventions: Johnny stepped down, now Vacant 
Program Development: Packets have been sent out 
Camping Promotions: Dylan Seace is stepping down  
Trail Crew: Bevan Watson is stepping up as the Chairman 
Winter Camp Staff: Had groups come up to Horseshoe and do programs for other troops while 
they stayed in the OA lodge. 
LLD: Looking through the feed back from LLD to make the next one better. 
Kitchen: Nothing to report 
Trustee: nothing to report 
Banquet: The date was changed to March 6th, and it will be hosted at the same venue. 
WDHR: Needs to be done by October so a group can come in and use it. Getting close, and 
should be able to meet the deadline. 
Day of service: Looking for a youth that can be a co-chairman 
NOAC 2018: Nothing to report 
Dance Team: Vacant 
Cub Day: Have a meeting planned to discus a possible change of location for the event 
YPT: preparing for the April service weekend 
90th Anniversary: Will be selling two sets of patches, and looking into exchanging some with 
Blue Heron 
Orders of the day: 

• #Lead: All youth should sign up for it, great chance for leadership training at a NOAC 
level 

• James E. West Fellowship Award: The youth voted on it, and Matt Candy will receive the 
award. It is a donation in his name that goes to the Council. 

• Prism: The rededication ceremony for the original fire circle that was moved to summit. 
It will be opened up to youth by raffle if there are extra tickets. 


